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GREGORY LUCE

Failing to Sleep
MAYA STEIN

I love your hat

I am already thinking 
of the !rst gray light 
perceived through half 
opened eyes wondering 
which bird will be  
singing !rst perhaps 
a Carolina wren calling  
teakettle teakettle then tiring 
of that and demanding kettletea ͒ 
or possibly a robin tolling 
the morning with precise notes  
or maybe that teasing 
familiar complex melody— 
cardinal?—and then 
I’m thinking about God 
or some frustrating 
conversation and the next 
thing I know it is morning 
and I must have slept 
and the gray light 
is turning pink and 
somewhere far o" 
a white-throated sparrow  
calls for Joe Peabody 
but instead I’m the one 
who opens the window.

“I love your hat,” I said to the tollbooth operator 
on the way into the Lincoln Tunnel on the afternoon
of the funeral of one of my mother’s oldest friends.
The day was a startle of cold. The toll was $13,
up a dollar from just a few months before.
“What?” the woman asked, returning my change,
not hearing. “I love your hat,” 
I repeated. We locked eyes then and forgot the cars
behind me, and the sardine can of that tunnel, 
and she said, “You do?” as if I was asking to marry her 
and maybe in a way I was. The service 
was on the Upper West Side but I was not thinking 
of how hard it would be to !nd parking
or the too-hot sanctuary or the hands of strangers 
I would press in my o"ers of condolence. 
I was here, a late Wednesday morning,
two hundred feet from the tunnel, saying “I do” 
to a woman in a beautiful hat, the smile between us 
holding up tra$c for a moment longer 
than we thought possible.


